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Good morning. The MSP EMHSD provides a vital government function – Emergency management is an activity, a profession, a discipline and a critical component of the Michigan State Police as well as our states safety.  Having an effective emergency management system in place can help minimize the potentially devastating impact of emergencies and disaster.  The EMHSD has the responsibility to ensure an effective response and recovery for any event that threatens the residents, communities and visitors of Michigan.  At the high level we are responsible for:Identifying and assessing potential hazardsDeveloping emergency operations plans and proceduresTraining personnelConducting drills and exercised to test plansWorking among levels of government, volunteer agencies and the private sector to ensure that all understand their roles and responsibilities during disaster responseProviding critical information to the public before, during and after a disaster occursFacilitating mutual aidAdministering disaster assistance programsAnd providing overall coordination for disaster response.



Under the authority of the Michigan Emergency Management Act 
(Public Act 390 of 1976, as amended), the Michigan State Police, 
Emergency Management and Homeland Security Division 
(MSP/EMHSD) is responsible for maintaining an effective 
emergency management system in the State of Michigan. 

Public Act 390 of 1976
MICHIGAN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ACT
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The Michigan Emergency Management Act – Public Act 390 of 1976 -- is the bedrock of emergency management and homeland security for the state of Michigan.  This ACT is responsible for maintaining an effective emergency management system in Michigan.The MSP, under this act, provides leadership and direction for the state of Michigan’s emergency management and homeland security programs and efforts.



• Provide leadership and coordination.
• Manage EM and HS Grants

• 25 = more than $91 million
• EMPG and HSGP

• HSGP = 80% to locals, 20% to the state
• EMHS Training Center 

ABOUT MSP/EMHSD
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The MSP/EMHSD: Coordinates Local, state and federal emergency management activities across Michigan109 local emergency management programs (county/municipal)8 district coordinators serve as a liaison between local programs and Michigan State PoliceState agency emergency management programs�We also manage the operations of the State Emergency Operations Center and coordinate the utilization of state assets during emergencies and disasters �Around 70 staff members are positioned within the division.



• 66 FEMA Mitigation Grants
• $46,512,769 
• 25% cost share

MITIGATION
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MITIGATION: Sustained actions to reduce or eliminate long-term risks to people and property from hazards and their effectsHelps to protect lives and significantly reduce or eliminate future disaster expendituresMitigation efforts include building levees, relocating flood-prone structures, and strengthening infrastructure and facilitiesBOTTOM LINE: It’s what can we do to minimize the threat or situation if an emergency or disaster were to occur.PHOTO: 2013 Michigan Flooding Disaster (Picture taken in Grand Rapids area) where a culvert was washed out.



• Educating the public on precautionary measures to take 
before an emergency or disaster occurs. 

PREVENTION
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PREVENTION: Educating the public on precautionary measures to take before an emergency or disaster occurs. Example: MIREADY, Ready.gov, Get an emergency supply kitMake a family emergency planBe informed on the types of emergencies that could occur in your areaGet involved in your community by volunteeringThe MSP/EMHSD enrolled more than 5,900 fifth-graders in the Student Tools for Emergency Planning program. Known as STEP, this classroom curriculum enables teachers to prepare students for emergencies, including tornadoes, flooding and storms.In 2014, the EMHSD hosted a Prepare Fair in conjunction with National Preparedness Month in the City of Detroit in conjunction with the city, Opportunity Detroit, Quicken Loans and Do1Thing. 



• Planning, training, exercising.
• 2016

• 18 state exercises
• 589 local exercises
• 27,032+ locals benefited

• MICIMS – 2,543 users

PREPAREDNESS
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PREPAREDNESS: Planning for emergencies and disasters.All emergencies and disasters start and end at the local level. To be ready for all hazards and threats, we proactively work with emergency management and homeland security programs to ensure they have the necessary plans, training and exercising to ensure the health, life and safety of all Michiganders. �The MSP/EMHSD uses a customer service approach to ensure our locals have the resources they need to prepare for disasters and emergencies. If our locals are not satisfied with our services, then we’re not satisfied.One example: Instead of looking at a emergency plan and telling a community it doesn’t meet requirements, we proactively work with them to ensure they have everything they need to craft a plan that meets requirements and is effective.Additionally, we push media campaigns to local EMs on events such as flooding preparedness and severe weather awareness.  This makes for consistent messaging statewide and takes some of the burden off of local EMs in crafting public information. Michigan Emergency Management PlanStandard operating proceduresAll hazards and all threatsPICTURE: A group of public- and private-sector emergency management officials collaborating during the 2014 Michigan Cyber Tabletop Exercise, Command during the exercises, MEMP, templates, MSP Mobilization exercise.The below data demonstrates the focus and importance placed on media and public outreach:    Twitter Metrics:Total Followers: 7157 (4973 in 2013) (3662 in 2012)Tweets: 2453 (1435 in 2013)Retweets: 5094 (2146 in 2013)Mentions: 466 (332 in 2013)Favorites: 1202 (255 in 2013)Additionally, EMHSD issued 52 news releases in 2014 (includes those written or were heavily involved with writing with the Governor's office).  An additional 33 news releases were sent out jointly with FEMA during the SE MI disaster (4195).The 2014 Great Lakes HS Training Conference was very successful with nearly 1,200 attendees and EMHSD also hosted the MI Citizen Corps Training Conference for more than 210 emergency management and homeland security volunteer leaders.  EMHSD continues to provide training in MI-CIMS.  132 MI-CIMS courses were held in MI in 2014 with 923 people trained.The MSP/EMHSD conducted hostile action-based exercises at two of Michigan's three nuclear power plants. These also included EMHSD conducting 4 drills leading up to the exercises.In October, the EMHSD and Michigan Department of Technology, Management and Budget conducted a tabletop exercise with the state government and utility personnel to examine the roles between federal, state and private sector partners during a cyber-attack.   Also in October, the EMHSD partnered with the Michigan Department of Community Health, Office of Public Health Preparedness and conducted a tabletop exercise to test the response of state government during an Ebola virus outbreak in a Michigan community.



• Restoration
• State Disaster Assistance

o State Emergency Relief
o “Section 19”

• Federal Disaster Assistance
• Recent Governor’s 

Declarations
• Gogebic County (2016)
• Marquette County (2016)
• Macomb County (2017)

RECOVERY
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RECOVERY: Restoration phaseShort-term recovery – Restoring essential servicesLong-term recovery – Rebuilding the community and addressing the physical, social, economic, cultural and psychological concerns.Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster help people get back on their feet after a disaster.  For example, private nonprofits and faith-based disaster relief organizations conduct “muck-outs” after flooding. Services include tearing out damaged drywall and taking mitigation measures against mold.�State AssistanceDepartment of Human Services provides resources through State Emergency Relief for low-income individuals. The Michigan Community Service Commission coordinates voluntary resources. �EXAMPLE: During the Southeast Michigan Flooding Disaster, 2-1-1 was used in conjunction with the Michigan Community Service Commission to form a Recovery Coordination Center. This center coordinated volunteers to assist citizens with “muck-out” operations. �Disaster and Emergency Contingency Fund – “Section 19” -- helps reimburse costs incurred by local governments during the response phase of an incident.  When a federal disaster declaration is not received yet impact is still widespread and severe and there are extraordinary circumstances.Federal Disaster Assistance - Note: The U.S. Government’s Stafford Act outlines federal assistance.If an incident is large enough, federal disaster assistance may be an option for both individuals and government. It is really difficult to obtain a presidential disaster declaration, especially for individual assistance. In the last decade, the state of Michigan has received four presidential declarations. Southeast Michigan Flooding Disaster (2014) – Major Disaster – IA/PA/Hazard MitigationWestern and Northern Michigan Flooding (2013) – Major Disaster – PALower Peninsula Thunderstorms and Floods (2008) – Major Disaster – PAHurricane Katrina Evacuation Assistance (2005) – Emergency – PA



DISASTER/EMERGENCY PROCESS

Disaster Occurs

•Local Resources 
Overwhelmed

Local Declaration

•Chief Executive Official 
declares State of Emergency

State Declaration

•Governor declares State of 
Emergency or Disaster

Federal Declaration

•President declares Federal 
Disaster Declaration

Initial Damage 
Assessment

Preliminary 
Damage 

Assessment
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Emergency management can be very confusing. A lot of times, the public doesn’t understand how emergency responders respond to incidents.Example: Long-term federal disaster assistance can take up to a month or longer to arrive. During the Southeast Michigan Flooding Disaster, the Governor declared a “State of Disaster” for Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties on August 13. The President declared a major disaster for those counties on September. 25. Note: Repeats, but goes through the entire process in a linear format.



• Coordinates state response activities.
• Procures and manages resources.
• Decision making.
• Coordinates and disseminate information.
• Manages recovery efforts.

STATE EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER (SEOC)
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The State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) is the emergency operations center for the state of Michigan. The new 28,000 square foot hardened facility is designed to withstand an EF5 tornado (winds in excess of 200 mph) and is earthquake resistant.  Power, mechanical, communications and fire suppression systems have been designed with backup and redundant systems to provide uninterrupted transitions.�The SEOC is staffed by members of state agencies for decision making and information coordination during disasters or emergencies in the state of Michigan.  Additionally, the NWS, non governmental organizations (ARC) and the private sector may be present.�BOTTOM LINE: It’s the “nerve center” for state emergency and disaster response and recovery coordination efforts.The  SEOC is the maintained and configured by the MSP EMHSD to expand, as necessary, to manage events requiring state level assistance or with the potential for state level assistance.  The SEOC is the central location from which off-scene activities supported by the state are coordinated for an efficient and effective response and recovery. The key function of the state EOC personnel is to ensure that those who are located at the scene have the resources (e.g. personnel, tools, and equipment) they need for the response.  The SEOC helps form a common operating picture of the incident, relieve on-scene command of the burden of external coordination and secure additional resources for our local partners and communities.The Core Functions of the SEOC include coordination, communication, resource allocation and tracking and disaster or emergency information collection, analysis and dissemination.Not all of the SEOC system functions will be performed during every incident, and functions may not occur in any particular order; however, the SEOC generally performs common functions which may include:Communication with affected jurisdictions and government agencies Situation assessmentIncident priority determination/Decision MakingProcure and mange resourcesCritical resource acquisition and allocationKeeping the governor informed of state response and recovery activitiesPolicy direction for relevant incident management and interagency activitiesCoordination with FEMA regional response coordination centers (RRCCs)Coordination with FEMA national response coordination cetners (NRCCs)Coordination with elected and appointed officialsCoordination of summary informationPublic information/Information coordination and disseminationManage Recovery efforts�



A PROUD tradition of SERVICE, through 
EXCELLENCE, INTEGRITY, AND COURTESY
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Thank you for your time. Are there any questions?
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